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aware of the context where we are at a given time. Notice that one possible

reason for not understanding a conversation between strangers is precisely

lack of information about what it is that they know. It is precisely because

speakers and listeners have a common knowledge about rules of language and

each other's personal and cultural beliefs -this is, a common context- that

they can understand each other.

Shared knowledge has a crucial importance in conversation. Common

ground is a sine qua non for everything we do with others, so, it is not

difficult to understand why conversations can proceed only on the basis that

participants share a set of beliefs. Every activity speaker and addressee en-

gages in takes place on this common ground. If only one participant in a

conversation refuses to subscribe to this common ground, conversation will

not be successful. But, what kind of knowledge do conversants need to share

in order to engage in coherent discourse? According to [Coulthard, 1977], not

only shared linguistic knowledge is necessary, but also shared knowledge of

the world.

So, it seems that there is no doubt about the fact that we have to consider

context in our description of conversation. But, what is context? Which

elements must be included within it? This question is not easy to be answered.

Although most theories of language comprehension depend on context, few

have attempted to fully define and specify features which characterize it. In

fact, if we look at the literature in the field of conversation analysis, we will

find several definitions of context, each of them including different elements.

For Gibbs and Mueller, for example,

'Context has usually been viewed as any and every type of in-

formation which is present at a given time in a given situation for

a given individual.' [Gibbs & Mueller, 1990].
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13.1. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS IN ANY CONVERSATION 241

Very general, as well, is the characterization given by Leech for whom

context is to be understood as

'Any background knowledge assumed to be shared by speaker

and hearer and which contributes to hearer's interpretation of what

speaker means by a given utterance.' [Leech, 1983, p. 13].

A little bit more specific are Levinson and Allen, who consider that context

refers to

'Those features that are culturally and linguistically relevant to

the production and interpretation of utterances.' [Levinson, 1983,

p. 22]. . -

and that

'To participate in a conversation, a person not only must know

a lot about the structure of language being used, but also must

•know about the world in general and the conversational setting in

particular. ' [Allen, 1987, p. 6].

Decidedly more specific is the explanation given by Wardhaugh,

'Context includes not merely the linguistic one, that is, those

utterances that precede and follow the utterance in question, but

also the surrounding physical context, the previous conversation

between the participants, relevant aspects of their life histories, the

general rules of behaviour the parties subscribe to, their assump-

tions about how the various bits and pieces of the world function,

and so on.' [Wardhaugh, 1985, p. 101].
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In the same line could be placed Ochs explanation. This author includes

within context '

'Language users' beliefs and assumptions about temporal, spa-

tial and social setting; prior, ongoing and future actions (verbal

and non-verbal), and the state of knowledge and attentiveness of

those participating in the social interaction in hand.' (cited by

[Levinson, 1983, p. 23]).

A very detailed list of relevant aspects of context is found in [Bxint, 1993].

According to this author, we should consider within context of a conversation

the following facts:

1. informational and further attitudinal states of speakers and hearers in-

volved;

2. aspects of the communication situation such as 'place, time, weather

conditions, etc.;

3. interactive situational characteristics, such as whether both participants

are native speakers of the same language;

4. characteristics of the kind of communication;

5. relations between the participants, their role and status;

6. who is speaking, and what role does the speaker play in the nonlinguistic

activity motivating the dialogue;

7. turn-taking situation;

8. interactive situation: is there visual contact, can each participant hear

the other well, etc.; •
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9. expected, conventional type of reaction (reactive pressures).

According to those relevant aspects, [Bunt, 1994] makes a difference among

five types of context:

1. Social context. Type of interactive situation and the roles of partici-

pants in that situation, as characterized in terms of their communicative

rights and obligations.

2. Cognitive context. Participants' beliefs, intentions, plans and other

attitudes.

3. Physical context. Physical circumstances in with interaction takes

place.

4. Semantic context. Underlying task and task domain (objects, prop-

erties and relations relevant to the task).

5. Linguistic context. Properties of the surrounding linguistic material.

As we have already pointed out when we have presented DIT in section

12.3.4, within every type of context, Bunt distinguishes between 'global' and

'local' aspects. The former are determined at the beginning of dialogue and

remain constant throughout, while the latter develop and change as dialogue

proceeds. So, global aspects of different types of context are more difficult to

change and more stable during conversation than local ones. Global aspects

can be assumed to be static during a dialogue, or at least not to be changed

through the interaction, while local aspects of all these dimensions of context

may all be changed by communicative actions.

As the above quotations put in evidence, the notion of context is used in

many different ways in linguistic literature, ranging from referring to preced-

ing text to referring to goals of underlying task and to physical circumstances
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in which linguistic interaction takes places. What seems to be common to the

various explanations of context is that it is always part of conversation analysis

and that it must refer to factors relevant to understanding of communicative

behavior.

Context in our Formal Framework

As it follows from definitions we have offered above, it is not easy to exactly

determine what context is. Very different types of things have been consid-

ered as part of it. But if something is clear in any characterization of such

a notion, is that context is something shared by every participant in con-

versation. Notice that if we understand by context physical circumstances

(time and space) in which interaction takes place, we have to agree that these

circumstances are shared by all the conversationalists in the interchange. If

we consider that context include common knowledge, we have to acknowl-

edge that it is knowledge shared by all the participants. On the other hand,

if we take context to be linguistic context, we have to recognize that every

participant in conversation has access to sentences that have been uttered

during the talk interchange. Moreover, if we consider that context refers to

social context, cognitive context or semantic context -in Bunt terminology-,

we have to agree that every speaker in conversation knows the type of inter-

active situation where he is, beliefs, intentions or plans of participants, and

the underlying task of the face-to-face interaction he is participating in.

We could say, therefore, that participants in a conversation share the con-

text where they carry out their conversational activity. This context deter-

mines actions speakers perform. Remember that we have emphasized above

that whenever we participate in a conversation we must be very aware of the

context we are in, because what we actually say in a conversation is deter-

mined, precisely, by the choice we make from among the many possible things

allowed by the specific context in which interchange is developed.
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But context does not just determine which actions speakers can perform.

It is, at the same time, the addressee of such actions. It is worth to emphasize

here that, we will defend -as Bunt does- the idea that conversation could be

simple described as a sequence of acts that change current context.

Taking into account the above characterizations of context and its funda-

mental traits, How could we formalize context in our Conversational Grammar

Systems? Any formalization implies, obviously, an abstraction, and therefore

our definition of context will try to capture its essential idea, ignoring any

specific characterization of such a notion. We will consider that context -

called environment in our framework- could be simply described as a string

of symbols WE, over an alphabet VE-

WE contains any type of information necessary to develop the conversa-

tional activity. This is, WE could describe physical circumstances, time and

space; it could contain common knowledge necessary for conversation, lin-

guistic and cultural; it could have information about cognitive, social and

semantic context; it could represent linguistic context, this is, every sentence

(action) uttered (performed) by speakers (agents), etc. Summing up, WE

could stand for whatever information we consider it is necessary to carry out

the conversational interchange, and it will be shared by every agent in the

system, this is, every participant in the talk exchange will take into account

the state of WE whenever he is to perform an action.

Above we have stressed the idea that context in a conversation determines

speakers behavior and that, at the same time, it is the target of every speaker's

action. According to this essential idea, we consider, in our model, both

that WE constrains actions agents can perform at any moment and that it is

changed during the conversational act through speakers' actions.

Notice that, by characterizing context as a string which constrains and

receives agents' actions, and that describes whatever information is necessary

in conversation, we would like to account for essential features of context. We
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do not need any more detailed specification of context. For our purposes of

formalization, it should be enough to have a string of symbols -shared by

every agent- that is changed by actions determined, in part, by its current

state.

However, as [Bunt, 1993] points out, not every aspect of context changes

due to speakers's utterances. If nonlinguistic aspects of context such as time

and place1, for example, change throughout conversation, they do it indepen-

dently of dialogue. In order to account for such circumstance, we think that it

could be worth to endow our environment with a set of rules that could be re-

sponsible for any change in the environmental string not directly produced by

agent's actions. Therefore, environment in Conversational Grammar Systems

could be defined as follows:

Definition 13.1.1

where . ' •

• VE is an alphabet,

• PE is a finite set of rewriting rules over VE-

In words, E represents the environment, described at any moment of time

by a string, WE, over alphabet VE- WE will be changed both thanks to the

rewriting rules of PE and due to agents actions (as we will see in next sections).

This formalization of context is summarized in figure 13.1.

Notice that environmental set of rules PE could account not only for evo-

lution of physical circumstances such as time and place, but also for inter-

pretation and further processing of agent's utterances that will update the

1Think, for example, in a conversation during a travel by train.
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PE evolution
rules

Figure 13.1: Conversational Grammar Systems: Context

context. Think for example in the case in which from certain utterances

produced by speakers it is possible to extract some implicatures or presup-

positions. Agent, obviously, utters a sentence, but does not state explicitly

implicatures or presuppositions that can be extracted from it. In such cases,

we could attribute to rules of the environment the task of extracting such

implicatures and presuppositions.. Things could work in the following way:

an agent action will be followed by the application of rule of the environment

that will update its state by adding some information. This information could

be data extracted from agent's action: for example, some implicatures or pre-

suppositions contained in the action performed by the agent. As we will see

in the next section, such evolution of the environmental state will condition

the evolution of agents' states that will determine the action to perform next

on the environment. The following example could illustrate this idea.

Let us suppose that an agent (speaker) produces the following utterance

-this is, performs the following action on the state of the environment:

'Maria cried before she finished her thesis. '

Immediately after the performance of such an action on the state of the

environment, a rule from the set PE is applied. This rule extracts some

information from agent action:
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Maria has already finished her thesis.

Such piece of data is incorporated to trie state of the environment, and it is,

of course, extracted from agent's utterance: if Maria cried before she finished

her thesis, we presuppose that she has already finished it, because usually we

assume that propositions expressed by a phrase started with 'before' can be

presupposed if there is no other circumstance that states the opposite2. New

data introduced in the environment by the application of a rule from Pg will

update the state of the environment. This new state will condition evolution

of agents, and will permit the performance of an action as the following:

'When did Maria finish her thesis?'

Notice that such a sentence can be uttered because of the new data intro-

duced in the environment by the application of the environmental rule that

has extracted from first agent action, the information that Maria has already

finished her thesis. It is only because of such evolution of environmental

state, because of such addition of information, that an agent can perform

the above action, asking when the thesis has been finished. Agent can ask

such a question because the environment has the data that state that Maria

does effectively finish the thesis, data extracted from agent's action due to

the application of a rule from PE-

Summing up, context in our model is represented by a string of symbols

WE from an alphabet VE- Such a string contains whatever information is

2The sentence Maria died before she finished her thesis does not presuppose that Maria

finished her thesis even though 'before'is present, and this is so because that sentence states

that the death of Maria precedes the fact of finishing the thesis, and we think that people

cannot do anything after death, so from that fact follows that Maria could not finish her

thesis. So, here the presupposition that Maria has finished her thesis runs against some

deep assumptions about people, and we have to abandon it.
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necessary to carry out conversational interchange. It is shared by every par-

ticipant in the face-to-face interaction and constrains agent's actions. WE is

the place where agents perform their conversational activity, so that WE is

changed due to agents' actions. But changes in WE are due not only to ac-

tions performed by agents. The state of such a string can be modified also

by environmetal rules, P#, that will account for every change in context not

directly attributable to agents' actions.

We have described in this section how context could be defined in Conver-

sational Grammar Systems. Let see now how we could formalize participants

in a conversation, using formal language tools.

13.1.2 Speakers

We have emphasized the importance of context in conversation. We have

stressed the idea that every face-to-face interchange must take place within

some physical circumstances and under the assumption of some common

knowledge. But next to context, there is a key element whose absence will

hinder any conversation: participants.

Every definition of conversation stresses the idea that there is no con-

versational act without the presence of at least two participants. There are

definitions that refer to parties and require at least two of them in order to

have a conversation. Others refer to people, and the requirement is the same:

two or more persons. There are definitions that are less explicit and refer

to agent, leaving the possibility of understanding by agent both humans and

computers. But independently of how we name them, what it is clear is that

if we want to have a conversation we need at least two participants.

Typologies of participants in conversation have been established. For

example, [Clark, 1996] considers that participants in a conversation include

speaker and addressees as well as other people, called side participants, that
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although taking part in conversation are not currently being addressed. This

author refers also to other listeners, called overhearers, who have no rights or

responsibilities in conversation. Grosz and Sidiier, on their hand, distinguish

between 'initiating conversational participant and other conversational par-

ticipants' [Grosz fe Sidner, 1987, p. 4], in order to make a difference between

the initiator of a conversation from its other participants. But leaving aside

these detailed characterizations of participants in face-to-face interactions,

what is obvious is that we need at least two agents in order to carry out

the conversational activity. Let see how we could formalize speakers in our

Conversational Grammar Systems.

Speakers in our Formal Framework

As it has happened when we have formally defined context in our Conversa-

tional Grammar System, here the formal definition of speakers will suppose a

big abstraction and simplification. We will keep just such features of partici-

pants that we consider would be necessary to account for their conversational

activity.

We have stressed the idea that in order to have a conversation we need at

least two participants, although more than two speakers may participate. Ac-

cording to this fact we will have within our Conversational Grammar Systems

n agents with n > 2. Every agent in the system will be represented at any

moment of time by a string of symbols w¡, over an alphabet V*, I < i < n.

Such string of symbols -representing the state of agent- will be modified

during conversational exchange. Whenever we participate in a conversation

we add some data to our previous knowledge of the matter under discussion,

we change or modify our beliefs, we cancel some ideas we defended, we confirm

some suppositions we had, etc. In one word, our state of knowledge at the

end of the conversation is not the same it was when we have started the talk
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interchange: it has been modified in the course of the interaction. According

to this idea, we will define a set of rules that will account for the evolution,

modification or change of agent state. Such finite set of rewriting rules over

V* will be denoted by P;, 1 < i < n.

It seems clear, therefore, that knowledge and beliefs of speakers are some-

how modified during conversational interaction. We have tried to account for

that fact by including in our model the above-mentioned set of rewriting rules

PÍ that will change agents state (iü¿). However, we have emphasized some-

where the idea that the state of speakers in a conversation depends very much

on the context where the interaction is taking place. Depending on where,

when, and why speakers are taking part of a conversation, depending on who

the interlocutors in the talk exchange are, participants will assume certain

common knowledge. This is, depending on the context where conversation is

developed, agent will take for granted certain beliefs, suppositions and knowl-

edge. For example, it is not the same to speak to a friend of us, that knows

perfectly who we are and what we do, than to speak to an unknown person.

In the latter case, we should clarify facts that will not need any clarification

in the former situation. When we speak to somebody we know well, many

things are presupposed and known and do not need any explanation. This

fact is equivalent to say that our state in those two cases -when we speak to a

friend and when we do so to a stranger- is different. And it is different, pre-

cisely, because context of conversation is different. So, state of participants in

face-to-face interactions depends very much on the circumstances where they

develop their activity. Things being like that, it seems not enough to define

in our formal framework a set of rewriting rules to account for evolution of

agent's states. We would need to make clear somehow that such evolution

depends on the environmental state.

How could we make explicit such dependency of agents on context? We

could define a mapping that taking into account the current state of the
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environment selects the rules from P¿ than can be applied to agent's state in

order to change it. So, such function should determine, according to the state

of context, how the state of agent will be modified during the talk exchange.

Formally we define such mapping as follows:

Up to now, we have formally accounted for the way in which knowledge,

beliefs and suppositions of participants in a conversation change during the

talk interchange and how they change depending on current state of context

where the interaction is taking place. We have defined a string of symbols,

to;, that could represent state of agent; a set of rewriting rules, P¿, that could

account for evolution, this is, change or modification of agent state; and a

function, (f>i : V% —»• 2P', that coxild determine, according to the state of the

environment, which rules from P, can be applied.

However, the formal definition of agents we have given up to now is not

complete at all. Moreover, what could be considered the most important

element of a participant in a conversation still without being defined in our

Conversational Grammar Systems. We have pointed out that a conversation

could be understood as a sequetice of acts that change current context. Many

definitions of conversation emphasize the idea that to converse is to exchange

utterances, that conversation consists of the succcessive utterance made by

participants, or that it is 'the maintained production of strings of mutually

dependent acts. ' So, according to those definitions, to converse could be de-

fined as to perform actions. And participants are the sources of such actions.

Participants need a mechanism, a tool that allows them to perform those acts

that make up conversation. Such a tool could be, perfectly, a set of rules.

The idea that to talk is to perform acts according to rules has been de-

fended by several authors. Sacks, for example, states that
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'Doing conversation is behaving according to certain sorts of

procedures.' [Sacks, 1992, vol. 2, p. 38].

[Heritage, 1989] speaks of formal principles that organize conversational in-

teraction. And [Wardhaugh, 1985] accepts the idea of having principles to

organize conversation, even though stressing the point that these principles

must be very general.

Also Reichman points out that conversation is rule governed. This author

suggests that conversations, like sentences, have

'A kind of grammar: a set of implicit rules that speakers and

listeners assume, that help govern the selection and ordering of

elements in a discourse.' [Reichman, 1985, p. 7].

But at the head of such line of thought we should situate the figure of

John Searle, who defends that to speak, as the main part of the everyday

human activities, is a rule-governed form of behavior, and emphasizes the

idea that to defend that people use rules to perform their everyday activities

-among them conversation- does not imply, of course, to assert that they are

conscious of being using that rules:

'Sometimes in order to explain adequately a piece of human

behavior we have to suppose that it was done in accordance with

a rule, even though the agent himself may not be able to state

the rule and may not even be conscious of the fact that he is

acting in accordance with the rule. The agent's knowing how to do

something may only be adequately explicable on the hypothesis that

he knows a rule to the effect that such and such, even though in an

important sense he may not know that he knows the rule of that

he does what he does in part because, of the rule. ' [Searle, 1969, p.

42].
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Consciously or unconsciously, it seems clear that whenever we participate

in a conversation we follow some rules, procedures, principles, or maxims

that help us in order to communicate effectively. There are several reasons

that lead us to believe that, effectively, conversation is governed by some

rules. We are able, for example, to follow complicated turns, suspensions and

resumptions without problem. We know that not everything we might wish

to add to a conversation is 'legal' or 'allowed.' We are able to distinguish what

we must do at the beginning of conversation from what we have to do at the

end of it, etc. All these things make us think that it should be necessary to

know and to follow certain rules in order to build up a conversation.

However, in order to participate in a conversation, we need not only rules

governing face-to-face interactions, but also linguistic rules that allow us to

speak a language; cultural rules that enable us to behave in a 'right' way, etc.

Summing up, to engage in a conversational interchange would presuppose to

follow several kinds of rules that allow us to act in the right way. How could

we translate this idea to our Conversational Grammar Sytems?

We could define, in Conversational Grammar Systems, a set of rewriting

rules RÍ over Vg, called the set of action rules of ¿-th agent. Notice that this

set of rules is defined over the alphabet of the environment. This is so because,

as we have already said, we consider that to converse is to perform actions

that change the state of context. Since any agent action will be performed on

the environmental string, the set of rules must be defined over the alphabet

of the environment.

So, RÍ should contain any type of rules (conversational, linguistic, cul-

tural...) needed by agent A¿ in order to perform its conversational activity.

However, we have emphasized very much the idea that what we actually say

in conversation is determined by the choice we make from among the many

possible things we could say in a given context. At the same time, we have

stressed that not everything is allowed in a conversational interchange. There
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are many constraints imposed by current situation, we cannot say whatever

we want to say, we have to adapt our contributions to what has been said so

far in conversation and we have to take very much into account what can be

said to whom and when. So, we have to look at which the state of context

is, before performing any action, before uttering any sentence. On the other

hand, what we say in a conversation depends very much on our knowledge of

the matter under discussion, our intentions, plans, interest in expressing what

we think, feel, want, etc. This is, utterances we produce in a conversation

seems to depend on our current state.

Summing up, it seems that what we actually say in a conversation is

constrained both by current state of conversational context and by our own

state. According to this idea, it is not enough to have defined a set of rules RÍ

in our Conversational Grammar Systems, that account for speakers actions.

We would need to relate somehow the choice of such actions to both state of

the context and state of the agent. To do so, we could make use again of a

mapping that taking into account state of the agent and current environmental

state will select the set of action rules that can be applied at any moment3:

With this mapping we finish what we think could be a formal language

definition of a participant in conversation. With such a formalization we

would like to have captured the basic features of a participant in a conversa-

tion. We have defined its state, its evolution rules and its action rules. We

have made depend its evolution on contextual circumstances where the talk

interchange takes place. At the same time, we have constrained agent's free-

that, in the case of Eco-Grammar Systems, the current action rule set of an

agent depends only on current state of the agent. Since we want to model conversation,

we modify the definition making the set of action rules be selected according to both the

state of the agent and the state of the environment.
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dom of applying action rules by defining a mapping that, depending on both

environment and agent states, establishes which actions can be performed.

The result of this formal definition is the following:

Definition 13.1.2

1 < i < n, where

• Vi is an alphabet,

• PÍ is a finite set of rewriting rules over

In words, A¿ = ("V¿,Pi,.ñ¿,</3i,í/>t), 1 < i < n, represents the linguistic

agent. A¿ is identified at any moment by a string over the alphabet V¿ that

represents current state. This state can change by applying evolution rules

from PÍ (selected according to (pi and depending on the state of environment).

Linguistic agent can modify state of environment by the application of some

of its action rules, _R¿, selected by ?/>; and depending both on state of the

environment and state of the agent itself. This formal definition is illustrated

in figure 13.2.

In this section we have tried to offer a formal language definition of two

basic elements in any conversation: context and speakers. If we put together

definitions of both components, we will obtain what we think should be a

Conversational Grammar System, understood as a set of agents that develop

their (conversational) activity in a common environment:
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Figure 13.2: Conversational Grammar Systems: Speakers

Definition 13.1.3 A Conversational Grammar System of degree n, n > 2,

is an (n + I)-tuple:

where

• AÍ

= (VE,PE]

— VE is an alphabet,

— PE is a finite set of rewriting rules over VE-

Vi,P{,RÍ,(pi,fa), l<i<n,

•— Vi is an alphabet,

— PÍ is a finite set of rewriting rules over V¿,
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Items of the above definition have been interpreted as follows:

• E represents the environment (context) where conversation takes place.

It is defined at any moment of time by a string WE over alphabet Vg, that

contains whatever information is necessary in order to carry out con-

versational interchange (physical circumstances, common knowledge,

linguistic context, cognitive context, semantic context...). This string

is called state of the environment. Such state will be changed during

conversation in two different ways: due to actions agents perform on it,

and thanks to its own evolution rules, PE, that will be responsible for

any change not directly attributable to agent activity.

• AÏ, \ < i < n, represents an agent (speaker) that takes part in con-

versational interchange. It is identified at any moment by a string of

symbols Wi over alphabet V¿. Such string is called state of the agent and

represents knowledge, intentions and plans of agent i. at any moment

of time. Such state will evolve throughout conversation, according to

a set of evolution rules P¿. Such evolution will depend on the state of

the environment, as put in evidence by </?,-. Agents will be responsible

of changing state of the environment. They will apply rules from n,-,

in order to make such modification of the environmental string. But,

again, agents will be constrained by current state of the environment,

as well as by their own state,-whenever they apply an action rule. Such

constraints are represented by mapping ?/>,-.

We have pointed out that environment and agents are represented by a

string of symbols over alphabets VE and V¿, respectively. According to that
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idea, we could define the state4 of a Conversational Grammar System, at

any moment of time, as follows:

Definition 13.1.4 A state of a Conversational Grammar System

S = (E, AI, . . . , An), n>2, is an n -f 1-tuple

<7 =

where WE G V¿ is the state of the environment, and u>i 6 V*, 1 < i < n,

is the state of agent A,-.

With above definitions we have offered a static view of Conversational

Grammar Systems that could be illustrated in figure 13.3.

But since we have defended both that to converse could be understood as

a sequence of actions that change conversational context and that state of

speakers is modified somehow during talk interchange, we should provided also

a dynamic view of our framework. This is, we should define the functioning of

Conversational Grammar Systems, understanding it as the change, evolution

or modification of strings that represent both environment and agents. Such

task will be faced in next section.

13.2 Modelling Conversation

'Talking is performing acts according to rules.' [Searle, 1969,

p. 22].
4Notice that the notion of state is very important in order to explain the difference

between the definition of mappings ipi and V1»'- If an agent enters, according to ipi, the

empty state, this is, if its state becomes A, the agent will become non-active from that

moment, it will not participate in the derivation process anymore. That case is different

from the one in which no action rule is selected by !/>,•. In this case agent will be just

temporarily non-active.
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Figure 13.3: Conversational Grammar System

The above quotation resumes much of our idea of how conversation could

be described in terms of formal languages. Our Conversational Grammar Sys-

tems intend to describe conversation as a sequence of context-change-actions

allowed by current environment and performed by two or more agents.

As we have pointed out in chapter 12, such action view of language use

has been already defended by researchers in the area of Speech Act Theory

(cfr. section 12.2), by Bunt's Dynamic Interpretation Theory (DIT) (cfr.

section 12.3.4) or by [Clark, 1996], just to name a few. In the first part of

this section, we will try to present how this action view of conversation could

be understood in Conversational Grammar Systems.

After having defined how conversation could be described as a sequence
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of actions that change current environment, we will tackle several important

issues in any framework that tries to model conversation: we will try to show,

in section 13.2.2, how our framework could account for dynamic and emergent

character of conversation; in sections 13.2.3 and 13.2.4, we will attempt to

describe turn-taking ana adjacency pairs in terms of formal languages; we will

intend to explain how coherence could be kept using Conversational Grammar

Systems, in section 13.2.5; and finally, in section 13.2.6, we will try to figure

out the end of a conversation in our framework.

Description of the above-mentioned matters in terms of formal languages,

together with definitions we have already provided in section 13.1, will com-

plete the presentation of the framework we would like to propose as a formal

language model for conversations.

13.2.1 Changing Context

'Linguistic behaviour may be understood in terms of context

changes.' [Bunt, to appear].

'What people do in arenas of language use is to take actions. '

[Clark, 1996, p. 17].

We think that it is worth to open this section with the two above quo-

tations, because they capture the essence of what we would like to define in

our Conversational Grammar Systems. A conversation could be understood

as a sequence of acts performed by two or more agents in a common envi-

ronment. Those agents actions have as a consequence the change of context

where conversation is taken place.

From the above words follows that the fact of defending that conversation

could be understood in terms of context changes would imply, somehow,
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M i !

to accept that conversational activity .could be described as a sequence of

actions. As we have repeated several times, many authors have defended the

idea that to use language is to perform acts according to rules. Next to the

already mentioned Speech Act Theory or Bunt's DIT, we can find thesis as the

one presented by Clark who views language use -and therefore conversation-

as a joint action, defining joint action as

'One that is carried out by an ensemble of people acting in

coordination with each other.' [Clark, 1996, p. 3].

In a similar fashion, in [Korta & Larrazabal, 1993] it is claimed that anal-

ysis of dialogue ought to be based on a theory of collective action. These au-

thors take language as action and study those aspects of language use which

can be explained following general principles of cooperative interaction.

And also for Sharrock fe Anderson, the primary characteristic of the ut-

terances conversation analysis deals with is 'often less that they are verbal

actions, but that they are actions.' [Sharrock fe Anderson, 1987, p. 302].

The above are just few examples of researchers that have stated that to

converse can be seen as to perform actions in an specific context. Following

those ideas, we could simply define conversation as the sequence of actions

performed by agents in their common shared environment. In fact, when we

have given the definition of agent (cfr. Definition 13.1.2) in Conversational

Grammar Systems we have included a set of action rules, RÍ, and we have

stated that such set will be used to change the string representing context.

So, if to converséis just to perform actions, Conversational Grammar Systems

could account for conversation by simply stating that agents perform actions

on the environmental string.

However, if we look at what actually happens in conversation, we will

realize that it is not enough to simply define it as a sequence of individual
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actions. It is worth to emphasize that in conversation, people do something

more than to perform autonomous actions. Whenever we engage in a con-

versation, we are taking part in a joint action, in a common task. We cannot

perform autonomous actions, we cannot do whatever we want to do with-

out taking into account what others participants in conversation do. We are

participating in a joint activity and we have to coordinate our actions with

actions of our interlocutors.

So, if conversation is a cooperative activity, if when we participate in a

conversation we take into consideration actions performed by our copartici-

pants in order to act appropriately, if we have to coordinate our actions with

actions of our interlocutors, it is clear that to describe conversation it is not

enough to simply postulate actions performed by agents in a common shared

environment. We need to make explicit, somehow, that agents cannot per-

form any action, that anything that happens in conversation depends very

much on what has gone before, what is currently happening and what may or

may not happen. This is, we have to evidence that our actions in conversation

are constrained by actions already performed by our interlocutors.

However, our actions in conversation are not just constrained by actions

of our interlocutors. They depend also very much on the context where we are

developing our activity: where and when we are conversing (physical context);

the type of conversation we are carrying out; relations between participants;

the underlying task we want to fulfill with conversation, etc. All these aspects

will constrain, as well, the type of actions we can perform in conversation.

Summing up, generation of utterances in conversation could be seen as a

matter of deciding which acts are licensed by current context, and expressing

these linguistically. Our actions in conversation seems to be constrained both

by context and by OUT interlocutors' actions. How could we account for such

constraints in Conversational Grammar Systems?

In order to put in evidence such dependency of agents' actions on context
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and the reciprocal influence among participants in conversation, we could

define in Conversational Grammar Systems a mapping that would select the

set of allowable actions depending on the current state of the environment:

Notice that by selecting the allowable actions on the base of current state

of the environment we could account at the same time both for actions' de-

pendence on context and for reciprocal influence among participants. That

with such mapping we account for constraints imposed by context is obvious,

since we select actions rules according to the state of the environment. The

second type of influence, instead, could result a little bit more subtle, and

deserves a small explanation.

Following the idea that conversation could be understood in terms of con-

text changes, we have said that agents in Conversational Grammar Systems

perform their actions on the string of the environment. We could say that

by modifying the state of the environment, an agent would influence its in-

terlocutors in that it makes new information available to them. Every agent

action has its effects on the state of the environment. Whenever an agent par-

ticipates in conversation it does so through an action on the environmental

string. So, if we want to take into account contributions of our interlocutors

we have no alternative but to check the state of the environment, because it

is precisely there, and in no other place, where activity of our interlocutors is

reflected. Therefore, by defining a mapping that selects actions according to

the state of the environment, we are already accounting for agents interrela-

tion. Things would work in the following way: agent AI performs an action

on the environment that has as result the change of the environmental string;

agent A% selects the action it can perform according to the current state of

the environment, that now contains the information introduced by AI; there-

fore, it follows that AS, by acting in accordance to the environmental state,
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is adapting its activity to the action of AI .

It seems clear that to appropriately behave in conversation implies to

constrain our actions to actions of our interlocutors and to adapt ourselves

to the context where talk interchange is taking place. However, actions we

perform in conversation, our contributions during conversational act, are not

conditioned only by context and by our interlocutors activity. What we say

in conversation depends very much, of course, on our knowledge of the matter

under discussion, our beliefs, our intentions, our understanding of the topic,

etc. Think, for example, in the case when we are participating in a conversa-

tion whose topic we ignore completely. Even though we can take into account

context, although we can be very aware of other participant contributions, we

will not be able to act because we do not know what to say. In such cases, the

absence of action in our behalf is not attributable to the state of the context

nor to the interaction with our interlocutors, it is due to our own state. So,

taking into account that agent actions depend not only on the state of the

context but also on agents own state, we should modify the above mapping

in the following way:

: x

With the above mapping we have tried to formalize the idea that not

every action is allowable in conversation. We have intended to reflect in that

function the constraints to which it seems we are subject in conversation:

context, interlocutors' contributions and our own knowledge. Again, such

mapping implies a big abstraction of what actually happens in face-to-face

interaction, but we must keep in mind that the formalization we are trying to

do presupposes unavoidably a simplification. Anyway, we would like to think

that the above function is able to capture the essence of the coordination

between participants and the interrelation with environment in conversation.

Let go back, and recall our proposal of how could be defined a conversation
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in Conversational Grammar Systems. We have said that we would like to

understand face-to-face interaction as a sequence of context-change-actions

allowed by current environment and performed by two or more agents. From

the beginning of this section, we have made reference to the action view of

conversation. We have pointed out many times that several authors have

understood language use in general, and conversation in particular, as the

performance of actions according to rules. In fact, we have stated that we

would like to show a similar action perspective of face-to-face interaction in

our Conversational Grammar Systems. But, up to now, we have not explained

how an action could be understood in our formal framework, this is, we have

not defined yet action in terms of Conversational Grammar Systems. If we

want to go on with the presentation of our model we have to start by giving

the definition of action in our framework.

Definition 13.2.1 By an action of an active agent A¿ in state a = (WE] w\,

u>2, • . . , wn] we mean a direct derivation step performed on the environmental

state WE iy the current action rule set I¡>Í(WE,WÍ} of AÍ.

As it could not be otherwise, formal language account of conversation

we want to offer understands an action as the application of a rewriting

rule. According to the idea that to converse could be understood in terms

of context-changes, we have defined action as the application of a rule on

the environmental string. Of course, such rule is applied on the state of the

environment by an agent, and it is not whichever rule, but a rule selected by

•0¿(iO£,io¿), this is, a rule (an action) allowed by current context and by the

state of the agent itself.

So, whenever we participate in a conversation we perform actions -this

is, we apply rewriting rules- that have as a consequence change of context.

Actions we perform depend very much on context where the talk interchange

is developed, they take into account the activity of other participants, and
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they are very constrained by our own knowledge -this is, actions we perform

are selected by

Of course, when we participate in a conversation we are not speaking all

the time. When we participate in a face-to-face interaction, we are engaged in

a joint action, we are performing a common task together with other people,

so we cannot monopolize conversation without leaving others the opportunity

to speak. Therefore, in the course of a conversation there are moments in

which we are actively participating, by performing actions, while there are

others in which we are temporarily inactive, this is, we are listening what

others are saying. Taking into account this obvious fact in conversation, we

think it could be worth to give a definition of what could be understood as

an active agent in Conversational Grammar Systems.

Definition 13.2.2 An agent AÍ is said to be active in state a = (WE', MI, i¿>2,

. . . , Wn) if the set of its current action rules, that is, ?/>¿(u>#, w¿), is a nonempty

set.

In order to be coherent with the idea that what we actually say in con-

versation is determined by our choice of among all the things allowed by

context, we define an active agent in relation to the allowable actions it has

at a given moment. This is, an agent could participate in conversation -being,

thus, active- just in the case its set of allowable actions at that moment were

nonempty. This is, an agent is active if the state of context and its own

state allow it to act, or what is the same if the set of its current action rules,

I/JÍ(WE, to¿)> is a nonempty set. Notice that to have an empty set of action

rules could be equivalent to have nothing to say. And to have nothing to say

in conversation would mean both that we are not able (or we do not want) to

say anything or that circumstances of context at that moment do not allow

us to intervene in conversation.
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Up to now, we have formalized by means of a mapping the constraints

agents find whenever they are to perform an action. We have offered a def-

inition of action and we have defined what could be understood by active

agent in Conversational Grammar Systems. Those definitions are important

in our formal account of conversation, but, since we have said that a conver-

sation could be understood in terms of context changes, we should define how

the environment in our framework passes from one state into another one

thanks to agents actions. Notice that by giving such a definition we intend to

define how conversation progresses, how we develop conversational activity

by changing the states of context using' action rules.

Definition 13.2.3 Let a — (WE\ wi, • • • , u>n) and a1 = (w'E, it>i, . . . ,w'n) be

two states of a Conversational Grammar Systems S = (jB, AI, . . . , An). We

say that a' arises from a by a simultaneous action of active agents A^, . . . , A¿r,

where {¿i, . . . , iT} Ç {!,..., n}, ij ^ ¿j., for j ^ fc, 1 < j, k < r, onto the state

of the environment WE, denoted by a =4>s cr', iff

XiX-2 . . .xr and w'E = y\y<i . . . yr, where x j directly derives y j by

using current rule set i/>¿ (WE,WÍJ) of agent A^, 1 < j < r and

'i = Wi, 1 < i < n.

With the above definition we would like to have defined, using formal lan-

guages, how a conversation develops, namely by changing its context states

thanks to agents' actions. The reader could object that we have defined a

simultaneous action of active agents while what actually happens in conver-

sation is that one party talks at a time. An explanation is in order here.

It is true that in conversation, generally, one party talks at a time, and that

this is a general feature that holds independently on number of participants,

type of conversation, topic, part of conversation (beginning, middles, ends),

etc. However, even though less common and briefer, occurrences of more than
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one speaker at a time can be found in conversation. It is not strange at all,

but quite usual, to find an informal multiparty conversation in which more

than one participant is speaking at a time. And even in two-participants

conversation is possible to find occurrences where both are speaking, even

though one of them produces only marginals contributions like 'Mmm.'

Since it is possible -although not very usual- to have in conversation more

than one participant speaking at a time, we have considered that it would be

more realistic to define in our formal framework the possibility of simultaneous

action, instead of restricting it to a unique agent performing its action at a

given time. Notice that such definition does not imply that we have to have

always more than one agent active. In fact, we should emphasize that the

main part of times just one agent will be active. How could we control this

thing?

If we recall Definition 13.2.2, we can see that an agent is active only when

its current set of action rules, ^¿(tog,^), is non empty. So, to state that the

common situation in conversation is to have just one party speaking at a time

is equivalent in our model to say that the main part of times there is just one

agent whose set of action rules is not the empty set, this is there is only one

active agent.

Summing up, by leaving open the possibility of having more than one

agent speaking at a time -this is, performing actions- we are not at all saying

that in conversation participants intervene simultaneously as a rule. We are

just saying that it is possible to have more than one participant performing

actions, if then we have more than one or just one, it will depend, as always,

on current state of the environment and on the state of the agents, this is on

Taking as starting point the possibility of viewing conversation as a se-

quence of context-change-actions performed by agents and allowed by current

state of the environment, we have proposed as a definition of development of
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conversation one in which agents perform actions on the environmental string,

allowing in this way the pass from one environmental state into a different

one. Such a definition could be coherent to the view of linguistic behaviour

in terms of context changes. However, when we participate in a conversation,

it seems that actions performed during the talk interchange modify some-

how our knowledge, beliefs, intuitions, etc. In general, our participation in a

conversation provides us new information, allows us to change or modify our

beliefs, to cancel some ideas we defended, to confirm some suppositions we

had... So, it seems that through conversation we change somehow our state.

And of course, such evolution of our state is due to actions performed during

the talk interchange. Taking into account that fact, we should agree that it

is not enough to define development of a conversation just as the change of

context by means of agents' actions. We should include, somehow, as part of

the course of conversation the change of agent states.

Notice that to consider evolution of the state of agents in the course of

conversation it is also very important in order to guarantee that participants

act appropriately. In Definition 13.1.2, we have included mapping </?; that de-

termines evolution of agents according to state of the environment. This is,

agents will change their states always according to what is happening in con-

versation, in this way -and taking into account that agents will consider their

states whenever they act in conversation- evolution of states will guarantee

appropriate actions at every moment.

Conversation progresses by performing actions that change context and

that have as a consequence evolution of agent states. But, not only agents

evolve in the course of conversation. We have said that context in conversation

is modified by means of agents actions. However, when we have formalized

context in our framework we have pointed out that it could be necessary to

include in the definition of environment a set of evolution rules, in order to

account for such aspects of context that change during conversation and whose
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modification is not directly attributable to agent actions (cfr. section 13.1.1).

So, by including such a set of evolution rules in definition of environment,

we wanted to point out that there were aspects of context that evolve not

because of direct actions, but due to some environmental rules.

If in the course of conversation, state of agents is modified and environ-

mental string suffers changes due to reasons different from agent actions, it

seems that to define development of a conversation only as change of context

states by means of agents actions, as we have done in Definition 13.2.3, is

not enough. In order to complete our formalization of conversational devel-

opment, we should add the following definition that accounts for agents and

context evolution:

Definition 13.2.4 Let a = (WE] Wi, . . . , iun) and or1 = (w'E¡ w{, . . . , w'n) be

two states of a Conversational Grammar System S = (E, AI, ...,/!„). We

say that a' arises from cr by an evolution step, denoted by a =^s <r', iff

the following conditions hold:

• w'E can be directly derived from WE by applying rewriting rule set P#;

w'i can be directly derived from w( by applying rewriting rule set

Ki <n.

The above definition shows how the state of conversation (state of context

and agent states) is modified due to evolution rules. As it can be seen, agents

evolution depends, as we have already stated, on the environmental string.

Summing up, in Conversational Grammar Systems development of conver-

sation supposses to change both state of the environment and state of agents.

Such changes take place thanks to two different types of process:

1. action steps, (cfr. Definition 13.2.3);
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2. evolution steps, (cfr. Definition 13.2.4).

By means of the former, active agents perform actions on trie environmental

string modifying its state; the latter supposes the reaction of context and

agents that, according to the changes produced by agent's actions, modify

their states. So, action steps and evolution steps alternate in the course of

conversation5.

Notice that by alternating action and evolution we introduce a new way

for agents actions to interact with context: now, other than directly modify

environment and being motivated by certain properties of it, actions serve to

update environmnental aspects not directly modified by them. Such updating

is produced thanks to the evolution step, performed after any action, that

modifies state of context as a reaction to new data introduced by actions of

agents. .

Our formal account of conversation could fit quite well with Levinson's

definition of face-to-face interactions:

'The sustained production of chains of mutually-dependent acts,

constructed by two or more agents each monitoring and building

on the actions of the other.' [Levinson, 1983, p. 44].

Of course we should add to such a definition that agents actions are con-

trolled not only by other participants actions but also by context where the

talk interchange is developed and by state of the agent itself. We should,

also, emphasize that such actions are performed on the environmental string

-following the idea that to converse could be viewed in terms of context
5Notice that such alternance of action and evolution contrasts with what happens in

Eco-Grammar Systems, where evolution and actions take place simultaneously, being some

symbols of the environment affected by actions and the remaining modified by evolution

rules (cfr. Definition 2.4.5).
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changes. We should point out that some aspects of context that change

during conversation are not directly modified by agent actions. And finally,

we should stress that not only context state is modified in the course of con-

versation, but that also state of agents participating in the verbal exchange

suffers some modification.

Definition 13.1.3 gives a formal definition of the two essential components

in conversation: context and speakers. Definitions 13.2.1 and 13.2.2 offer us an

account of how an action in conversation could be understood in our formal

framework and what we could understand by an active agent. And finally,

Definitions 13.2.3 and 13.2.4 show development of a conversation in terms of

alternation of action and evolution steps. So, we have tried to define elements

and functioning of conversation. We should give now a formal definition

of the result of a conversational act. This is, we should answer in formal

language terms to the question 'What do we have when a conversation has

been terminated?'

Usually when we summ up a conversation we use sentences as 'He told

me...,' 'I asked...,' 'He answered...,' 'I said ...,' etc. So, it seems that when

we are asked to tell about a conversation the only thing we are able to do

is to refer every utterance produced during the talk interchange. In general,

we use to tell how conversation has developed from its beginning till its end,

something like

'I met Tony yesterday. He greeted me. I asked him about his

thesis. He told me that it is almost at the end. Then, I wished

him good luck in his work, I said goodbye to him and I run to the

office. '

could be an example of how we use to tell about a conversation. So, if we

observe what we do in telling a conversation, we will realize that we recall
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every state of it from its beginning till its end. This is, we present conversation
as a sequence of states, that have been reached from its beginning, and that
have built the talk interchange.

If we take into account that we could see face-to-face interaction simply as
a series of actions performed by participants from the beginning of the inter-
change till the end, and without forgetting that it is possible to understand
conversation in terms of context changes, this is, as the pass from one state
into a different one due to agents actions, we could formalize conversation as
a sequence of states, in the following way:

Définition 13.2.5 Let S = (E, AI, . . . , An] be a Conversational Grammar

System and let a0 be a state o/E.

By a state sequence (a derivation) starting from an initial state a® of

S we mean a sequence of states {cr¿}¿±0; where

GÍ+I, for i = 2j, j > 0, and

cn+i, for i - 2j + 1, j > 0.

Definition 13.2.6 For a given Conversational Grammar System S and an

initial state (TO o/S we denote the set of state sequences o/E starting from

CTO by Seq(E,cr0).

The set of environmental state sequences is

SeqE(^} O-Q] = {{WEÍ}Í^I | {ffi}i^o e Seg(S, oo), cr¿ = (WEÍ] t"i¿, . . . , wni)}

The set of state sequences of the j-th agent is defined by

\ {(Ti}^ € Seq(£, tr0), crt- =

,'lünt)}
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As it is shown in the above definitions, a state sequence could be de-

scribed simply as sequences of states reachable from the initial state by per-

forming, alternatively, action and evolution derivation steps. According to

the above definitions, we could represent a conversation as 5fec(S, <TO), this

is, as the set of possible state sequences that starting from the initial state

follow each other in the course of the talk interchange. With 5ec(S, <J0)
 we

could represent all the possible directions a conversation could follow given

an specific initial state.

Seq(E,<To) describes the behavior of Conversational Grammar System as

a whole, this is, by considering together context and agents states. However,

since in our definition of conversational setting we have clearly distinguished

two essential elements, namely context and agents, and since we have asso-

ciated a string of symbols to each of them, it could be possible to detach

description of system functioning by describing separately the set of sequence

of environmental states and the set of sequences of agents' states. Such pos-

sibility is shown in the above definition, by distinguishing /Sec^S, (TO) and

Now, taking into account that Conversational Grammar System deals with

strings of symbols over some alphabets, we could consider it as a language

generating device and, therefore, we could associate certain languages to an

initial configuration.

Definition 13.2.7 Language of the environment is

6 V¿ \ {o-,-} 0̂ 6 Seq(S,cr0), <J¿ = (wE] w>i, • • • , wn)}

and language of the j-th agent is '

Lj(S, O-Q) = {wj G VA \ {o-t}£o £ Seq(£, <r0), cr¿ = (wE;w1, . . . ,Wj, . . . , wn)},

for j = 1,2, ' . . . , n.
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Z/#(S, (T0) and Lj(S, CTO) would correspond, respectively, to those states of

the environment and those states of the j-th agent that are reachable from

the initial configuration of the system.

It could be worth to briefly sum up here what we have said up to now.

We have defined the conversational setting as one in which two essential

elements can be distinguished: context and agents. Both are described at any

moment of time by a string of symbols over an specific alphabet. Functioning

of the system -this is, development of conversation- is understood in terms

of state changes. Both context and agents change their state in the course

of conversation. Change in agents strings is due to the updating of agents

state according to what is happening in conversation. On the other hand,

modification on environmental string is due both to agents' action and to

the own evolution of context. In order to allow agents to change the state

of the environment, we have endowed them with sets of action rules. Action

to be performed at any moment of time is selected according to state of the

environment and state of the agent itself. In this way, we guarantee that

agents act appropriately, in accordance to what is required by the state of

conversation at a given moment. So, conversation proceeds by alternating

action and evolution steps. What we have at the end is a sequence of states,

this is, a series of states that have been reached, from the initial state, during

conversational interchage.

13.2.2 Dynamic &: Emergent Process

If there is something clear about conversation is that it is a dynamic and

emergent process. Many authors have pointed out these two aspects of

conversational acts. The main idea is that content and development of a

face-to-face exchange is not fixed in advance. We can say, in general, that

speakers do not have a prespecified script to know what to do, what to say and
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how to behave in the course of conversation. They do not know in advance

what things they will actually do. They have to manage conversation turn-

by-turn, adapting their actions to exigencies of every moment.

When we look at a conversation, it often seems organized around a plan,

but this is just an illusion view. Conversation is not planned at all, is not

a planned activity. It can look a planned activity just in retrospect. Its

organization, its structure is an emergent property of what participants are

trying to do. Of course, when we enter in a conversation we have some

guidelines to face it. We can have a project of what to say, but we need the

uptake of the listener to accomplish our project, and of course the listener

can alter our project, decline to take it up, withdraw from it, or propose a

project of his own. So, even if the result of a conversation looks as orderly,

each step in its development has been achieved locally and opportunistically,

and therefore such orderliness is an emergent orderliness. Conversations are

-as Clark states- 'purposive but unplanned. ' In no case we have a prespecified

plan,

'Conversations take the course they do, not because they follow

. a prescribed scheme, but because they follow general principles of

joint actions.' [Clark, 1996, p. 341].

But, of course, we cannot interpret all the above as a way of saying that

conversation is entirely 'free form.' It is true that conversations are not struc-

tured in advance, but it is not less true that participants in a conversation

must know what is permissible and what is not, they must observe some basic

principles of conversing and they have to know that if they want conversation

to be successful they must do certain kinds of things and not others.

So, we could say that conversation has a markedly improvised nature. It

is a dynamic, flexible and emergent activity. Participants face problems they

find during conversation using ad hoc guideliness and taking into account
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necessities of the moment, and in no case they are guided by a prespecified

scheme.

Do Conversational Grammar Systems match such dynamic and emergent

nature of conversation? We have defined Conversational Grammar Systems

as a set of agents developing their activity on a common shared environment.

And we have emphasized very much the fact that actions performed by agents

are determined both by the state of context and by the state of the agent itself.

We have not postulated any external control to fix the sequence of actions

to be performed during derivation process. Therefore, we could say that

derivation process in Conversational Grammar Systems -like development of

a conversation- is not fixed in advance. Which actions must be performed at

any moment is a matter solved locally and opportunistically, by taking into

account which the state of context at that precisely moment is.

Content and development of a conversation is not fixed in advance; the

sequence of actions performed during derivation process in a Conversational

Grammar System neither. Speakers do not have a prespecified script to know

what to do, what to say and how to behave in the course of a conversa-

tion, neither do agents in our formal framework. Conversationalists do not

know, in advance, what things they will actually do, they have to manage

conversation turn-by-turn, adapting their actions to exigencies of every mo-

ment. In the formal language model we are proposing here, agents manage

derivation process step by step, adapting always their actions to current state

of environment. Each step in the development of a conversation is achieved

locally and opportunistically; so is each step in derivation process of Conversa-

tional Grammar Systems. Organization and structure of a conversation is an

emergent property of what participants are trying to do; sequence of states,

language generated by a Conversational Grammar Systems is an emergent

result of actions taken out by agents throughout derivation process.

Lack of an external control -which fixes in advance development of deriva-
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tion process- and presence of mappings <¿>¿ and ^ -that relate evolution of

agents to the state of context and that make depend the action to be per-

formed on context and agent states, respectively- make of Conversational

Grammar System a dynamic, flexible and emergent framework that could ac-

count quite well for the unplanned and opportunistic nature of conversation.

13.2.3 How to Control Turn-Taking

'Conversation is, virtually by definition, the alternation of turns

at talk and, therefore, whatever happens in or is done through con-

versation, must 'fit in' to the environment of alternations at talk. '

[Sharrock & Anderson, 1987, p. 314].

As the above quotation points out, if there is something evident about

conversation is that it is characterized by turn-taking. Turn-taking is used in

the main part of everyday activities where an order is required: games, traffic

intersections, server custumers at btisiness establishments, interviews, meet-

ings, debates, ceremonies... But if there is an everyday activity where taking

turns, reveals itself as a very important feature, this is for sure conversation.

Turn-taking alternance seems'to be a basic form of organization in conver-

sational acts6. According to [Lee, 1987], taking turns might be considered

constitutive of conversation.

Any attempt to describe turn-taking alternance in conversation must be

general and simple enough to account both for the wide range of situations
6Next to turn-by-turn organization -where an immediately prior utterance produces

constraints on a next utterance- we find, according to [Lee, 1987, p. 36], other two different

forms of organization used by participants in a conversation, namely overall structural
organization -where utterances or items are constrained by their placings as parts of the

conversation as a whole: by its beginnings, middles or endings- and organization of topic

-where utterances are constrained by and fitted and shaped according to the topic being

talked about.
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conversation can accomodate to and for participants capacity to take turns

without any problem. Conversations are not bound to any specific context,

topic or number of persons, therefore any model that tries to capture the

essence of turn-taking alternance in conversation should be context-free, in

order to account for the different situations a. conversation can accomodate

to. But, at the same time, throughout a conversation participants have the

need of adapting themselves to the specific situation they are dealing with,

so the formal apparatus that accounts for alternance of turns at talk should

be capable of extraordinary context-sensitivity to current context.

According to the idea that what actually happens in conversation is not

prespecified in advance, and that there is no external control that establishes

who speaks at any time, a model for turn-taking alternance should be lo-

cally managed on a turn-by-turn basis and party-administered, in the sense

that participants in conversation are the ones who allocate turn. And fi-

nally, since conversation is a cooperative activity, turn-alio cat ion should be

interactionally controlled by participants in the talk exchange.

Summing up, any model that aims to describe turn-taking alternance in

conversation should be general, simple, locally-managed, party-administered,

and interactionally controlled, and should account for features we have enu-

merated in section 11.3, in order to characterize conversation.

Taking into account the above requirements and after having observed

that turns at talk typically vary in length, content, order, and distribution

throughout a conversation, but that turn transitions with no gap and no

overlap are common, Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson proposed a model for

turn-taking organization in conversation. In order to account for such fea-

tures observable in conversation, those authors suggest that participants are

sensitive to the possible completion points of any turn, such that speakers

themselves can organize their talk so as to provide opportunities for listeners

to interrupt them, and listeners can anticipate possible places where such
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interruptions can be done. This led them to the idea that talk is organized

in turn constructional units divided by transition relevance places at

which transitions can take place. They differentiate two fundamental methods

to operate in this situation:

(i) current speaker can select the next, or

(ii) the next speaker can self-select himself.

The result of such observations is the model for turn-taking alternance in

conversation presented in [Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson, 1974],

[Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson, 1974] suggests that turn-taking system for

conversation could be described in terms of two components and a set of

rules. - -

• The Two Components:

1. Turn-Constructional Component. There are various unit-types

with which a speaker may set out to construct a turn. Unit-types

include sentential, clausal, phrasal and lexical constructions as for

the unit types which a speaker employs in starting the construc-

tion of a turn's talk, the speaker is initially entitled, in having a

turn, to one such unit. The first possible completion of a first such

unit constitutes and initial transition relevance-place. Transfer of

speakership is coordinated by reference to such transition-relevance

places, which any unit-type instance will reach.

2. Turn-Allocation Component. Turn allocational techniques are dis-

tributed into two groups:

(a) those in which next turn is allocated by current speaker's se-

lecting next speaker;
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(b) and those in which a next turn is allocated by self-selection.

• The Set of Rules:

1. For any turn, at the initial transition-relevance place of an initial

turn-constructional unit:

(a) If the turn-so-far is so constructed as to involve the use of
a 'current speaker selects next' technique, then the party so
selected has the right and is obligated to take next turn to

speak; no other has such rights or obligations and transfer
occurs at that place.

(b) If the turn-so-far is so constructed as not to involve the use of

a 'current speaker selects next' technique, then self-selection

for next speakership may, but need not, be instituted; first
starter acquires rights to a turn, and transfer occurs at that

place.

(c) If the turn-so-far is so constructed as not to involve the use of a

'current speaker selects next' technique, then current speaker

may, but need not continue, unless another self-selects.

2. If, at the initial transition-relevance place of an initial turn-construc-

tional unit, neither la nor Ib has operated, and, following the pro-
vision of le, current speaker has continued, then the rule-set a-c
re-applies at the next transition-relevance place, and recursively at
each next transition-relevance place, until the transfer is effected.

The above is an example of a model for turn-taking alternance in con-

versation. It is not the only model that could be proposed, but it is a very

influential model in the literature of Conversational Analysis even though
some limitations in it have been pointed out (cfr. [Clark, 1996, pp. 323-327]).

Independently of what is the specific description we provide for turn-taking
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alternance, we should be sure that we are accounting for some basic traits in

conversation as for example the fact that speakers manage conversation turn-

by-turn, adapt their actions to exigences of each moment, use evidence from

current turn to project its completion and to time their next turn to begin at

that point, and wait until current turn has ended before initiating next turn.

This is, four basic adjectives should qualify any model of turn-taking system

in conversation: local, opportunistic, projective and reactive.

Knowing the importance of turn-taking system in conversation, and fol-

lowing our initial aim of providing a formal language framework to account for

conversation in terms of Grammar Systems, let see how our Conversational

Grammar Systems could capture the essence of taking turns at talk.

Turn-Taking in our Formal Framework

To say that conversations are characterized by a turn-taking alternance means

that speaker change occurs throughout a conversation. This is, participant

A speaks, and stops; another participant, 5, starts, speaks and stops, and so

on. In this way, we obtain a sequence A-B-^A-B-A. However, the important

fact in such transitions from speaker A to speaker B is that they occur with

little or no gap and overlap. This is, somehow participants in a conversation

are able to recognize when a coparticipant's turn is to finish and when they

can start their contribution.

The system proposed by Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson explained such

alternance without gap and overlap by postulating turn constructional

units divided by transition relevance places at which transitions can take

place. According to those authors, various unit-types can constitute a turn

of talk. Such units present possible completion points -known as transition

relevance-places- where change of speaker can take place. So, in the model

proposed by these authors, transfer of speakership is coordinated by reference
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to such transition- relevance places which any type of unit will reach,

If we want to provide a formal language account of turn-taking alternance,

we should fix our attention in the most important traits of such phenomenon,

trying to somehow simplify the matter and make it susceptible of formal-

ization. Notice that it could be possible to reduce turn-taking alternance

in conversation to the stop of a participant and the start of another one.

But since this stopping/starting is carried out with no gap and no overlap, it

should be necessary to endow agents with some mechanism that allows them

to recognize when they can start/stop their contributions without overlap-

ping and with no gap among them. If we were able to define a formal tool

capable of both regulating agents' starting/stopping and preventing gap and

overlap in transitions, we could say that we have offered an explanation of

turn-taking alternance in terms of formal languages.

If we want to guarantee turn-taking alternance we should, firstly, make

sure that whenever an agent starts to perform actions -this is, whenever a

participant starts to speak in conversation- it will stop. In order to ensure

that active agents that are participating in derivation process will stop their

actions at a given time -offering the possibility to other agents to act- we could

add to Definition 13.2.3 different derivation modes that would control how

long an agent can act in the environmental string. In other words, such

derivation modes could limit the number of successive actions that can be

performed by the same agent, before it is obbligated to stop.

Different modes of derivation could be defined. We could establish a time

limitation and say that an agent can perform at most k successive actions.

In this way we would control the time a participant is speaking. Remember

that when we engage in a conversation we are participating in a cooperative

activity and that we cannot monopolize the talk interchange. We have to

limit ourselves, in order to leave other participants the opportunity to speak.

In fact, when we participate in a conversation, we impose ourselves somehow
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a time limitation, we know that we cannot -or at least, that we should not-

speak two hours uninterruptedly. We know that after a reasonable time we

ought to stop our speech and leave others the possibility of taking part in

conversation. Such limitation of time of our contributions in conversation

could be fix, formally speaking, by < k.

If it is true that there seem to be time limitations in conversation and

that, in principle, we should not be speaking uninterruptedly without giv-

ing others the possibility to intervene in the talk interchange, it is not least

certain that whenever we engage in a conversation we assume the responsi-

bility of making some contribution to the interactive activity. In principle,

whenever we participate in a face-to-face interaction we are constrained to say

something. Even in such conversations in which we hardly speak, we are at

least obligated to answer whenever we are directly addressed. So, if above we

have established a maximum, a limit in the successive actions performed by

an agent, here we should fix a minimum of actions that should be successive

performed by an agent anytime it acts in the derivation process: at least

k. Notice that with this mimimum we are trying to assure that whenever an

agent is directly addressed in conversation, it will perform at least k actions,

this is, it will answer to the demand of activity on its behalf. It would be

something like to say that when we are asked to intervene in conversation,

we cannot, or we ought not, remain silent if we like to appear as cooperative

speakers. We should perform > k actions necessary to satisfy the demand of

our interlocutor.

So, < k establishes that an agent has to stop after having performed k

successive actions, while > k constrains agent to not stop till it had not

performed k steps. It is true that if we want to appear as cooperative partic-

ipants in conversation we should respect those two limits: we should speak

nor too much neither nothing at all. But as we know, not everything is so

perfect in conversation, and we can find many talk interchanges in which
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one participant monopolizes conversation without hardly giving the oppor-

tunity to others to speak; or conversations in which our interlocutor is not

very cooperative and does not respond to our demands of intervention. In

such cases, participants speak as much as they want, they do not respect any

time limitation. We could formally account for these situations by introduc-

ing *—derivation mode. This mode will be called arbitrary and will allow

agents to act as long as they want to.

A different possible situation in conversation is the one in which we feel

somehow obligated to say as many things as we can. This is the case when we

think that we ought to provide our interlocutors as many information as we

are able to. Think for example in a conversation in which a participant asks

for information about a very important event for him. Participant who is

asked for information is somehow obligated to tell everything he knows about

the fact. He should not stop speaking till the moment in which he will have

provided all the information he had about the event he has been asked for.

Such type of situations could be formalized by t mode of derivation, that

would establish that an agent has to perform as many successive actions as

it can.

We have said that the first task we should fulfill in order to account for

turn-taking alternance in our formal framework is to provide a mechanism

which guarantees that whenever an agent start to perform actions, it will

stop. Such formal tool could be the four different derivations modes we have

suggested above and that could be formalized as follows7.

Definition 13.2.8 Let E = (J5, AI, . . . , An) be a Conversational Grammar

System. -And let WE = xix<2...xr and w'E — yiy<¿...yr be two states of the

environment. Let consider that w'E directly derives from WE by action of

active agent Aj, 1 < i < n, as shown in Definition 13.2.3. We write that
7Notice that these modes of derivation are the same that have been defined for CDGS

(cfr. Definition 2.2.2).
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cr AÍ WE AÍ WE for some k' < k,

.
>k I 'ff , <~K > r 7 / v^ 7

cr ==/-¿. WE iff cr =^2- ^fe /or some fc > A;,

n a

'E iff a == '̂1I· í̂; /or some A;,

o
z's no z JE y with y =^4. ^.

W

cr ^A- WE · W E

In words, < ¿-derivation mode represents a time limitation where AÍ

can perform at most k successive actions on the environmental string. > k-

derivation mode refers to the situation in which AÍ has to perform at least

k actions whenever it participates in derivation process. With *-mode we

refer to such situations in which agent AÍ performs as many actions as it

wants to. And finally, ¿-derivation mode represents such cases in which A{

has to act on environmental string as long as it can.

With the above definition we could consider solved the issue of stop con-

ditions. And notice that by assuring that current speaker stops after a k

number of steps -being this k, < &, > &, * or t- we are implicitly assum-

ing that a different agent will start, because if it was otherwise, if nobody

start after the stopping of current agent, this would mean that conversation

is blocked or has been already finished. Derivation modes solve, therefore,

the first stage in our task of accounting for turn-taking alternance in terms of

formal language: speaker change occurs because a speaker speaks and stops,

another participant starts, speaks, stops, and so on.

However, turn-taking system in conversation does not only guarantee that

speaker changes occurs, but it assures also that transitions from one speaker

to the next happen with no gap and no overlap. The above derivation modes

could account, as we have already said, for speaker change. Now, we have to

face the second stage in our task of formalizing turn-taking alternance: how

could we get transitions with no gap and no overlap?
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[Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson, 1974] suggest that transitions with no gap
and overlap in conversation are possible because both speakers and listeners
are sensitive to possible completion points of any turn, such that speakers can
organize their talk so as to provide opportunities for listeners to interrupt

them and listeners can anticipate possible places where such interruptions
can be done. Notice that to be sensitive to completion points could mean, in
formal terms, to recognize some specific features in the string currently being
produced that allow an agent to act.

Let simplify again the problem. To have transitions with no gap means
that as soon as agent AI ends its contribution, agent A^ starts its activity
with little or no delay. To get transitions with no overlap means that agent

AI does not start its actions till agent A\ has not finished its own. How could
be possible such coordination?

Maybe the easiest way to account for such quasi perfect transitions in con-
versation is by postulating -as [Sacks, Schegloff fe Jefferson, 1974] do- some

completion points recognisable by participants at the end of every unit8 in the
derivation process as places where speaker transition can take place. Such
completion points are recognisable thanks to some traits in the linguistic
structure .that suggest the listener that current speaker is to finish its action

and that it will have the opportunity to start its activity. Which tool could
be used in our Conversational Grammar Systems in order to account for such
completion points where speaker transition can take place?

Notice that we have said that completion points can be recognizable by
some features in the linguistic structure of actions performed by current speak-

ers. If we translate such fact to our formal framework, we could say that to

8We could say that unit in [Sacks, Schegloif <k Jefferson, 1974] model is equivalent to

action in our Conversational Grammar Systems. If in [Sacks, Schegloff fc Jefferson, 1974],

a turn can be composed by several units, in our framework a contribution of A{ can consist

of several successive actions.
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recognize a completion point is equivalent to identify an specific string in the

environmental state. This is, features in linguistic structure could be equiv-

alent to specific letters in the string of the environment. We could say that

presence of such letters could be recognized by agents as the adequate con-

ditions to start its action. This is, we could state that agent AÍ starts its

activity only if string x is present/absent in current state of the environment.

In other words, to say that an agent is capable of recognizing completion

points could be equivalent in our model to say that an agent knows when it

can start its activity because some context conditions hold.

Therefore, according to what we have said up to now and in order to

guarantee such transitions with no gap and no overlap, we should endow

agents in Conversational Grammar Systems with an internal control that

contains start conditions. Such start conditions will specify the precise

moment in which an agent can start its actions according to state of the

context, preventing, in this way, gap and overlap.

However, in order to assure no gap and no overlap it is not enough that

listeners recognize the completion points that allow them to start its contri-

bution. It is also necessary that current speaker be aware of the possibility

of being interrupted at that moment. This is, both speakers and listeners

should recognize places where transition can take place, if we want to avoid

overlap. We have said that listener recognizes completion points thanks to its

start conditions that specify when -according to context state- it can begin

its activity. Now, in order to make speaker recognize such completion points,

we could provide every agent with stop conditions. Such stops conditions

would identify the points where speaker could be obligated to stop due to the

starting of another agent activity. This is, such stop conditions would identify

places where current speaker could be interrupted by another participant.

So, if agent AI knows -thanks to its stop conditions- that it ought to stop

at a given point because it has reached a completion'p oint; and, at the same
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time, agent AZ knows -due to its start conditions- that it should start its

activity because agent AI has reached such completion point, we will get a

transition with no gap and no overlap. And this is so because as soon as A\

stops, AI starts. And A2 does not start till A\ has not stopped.

From the above argument follows that start conditions of listener A<2

should coincide with stop conditions of current speaker AI, in such a way

that AI should stop because context state fits with its stop conditions and

AI has to start because its start conditions holds. Therefore, transitions will

occur whenever stop conditions of current active agent will coincide with start

conditions of another agent in the system.

Consider, for example, the case in which A\ performs an action that con-

sists of a question. The end of the question, marked by the intonation or by

the question mark, would match the stop condition of agent AI that will end

its activity at that point because it will have recognized the completion point

(stop condition) it has reached. The same question mark would fit with start

condition of agent Aa, who after having realized of that fact will begin its

activity. In this way, transition from AI to AI is done without gap and over-

lap, because being the stop condition of AI the same as the start condition

of A-2, when the former ends the latter begins, and transition is accomplished

without any problem-

Notice that stop conditions are effective just in the case derivation mode

is *, because in cases < fc, > k and t -as it can be easily observed- stop

conditions are already specified by the derivation mode which says how long

an agent can work before it is obligated to stop. Stop conditions have a

big importance when *—derivation mode is used. Remember that we have

said that * implies that an agent can perform as many successive actions

as it wants to. Such freedom could mean that current active agent does

not give others the possibility of acting for a long time. Now, having stop

conditions, we constrain current active agent -working in * mode- to consider
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the possibility of being interrupted in such places where its actions reach a

completion point, this is, in such places where environmental string fits with

stop conditions it has associated. Therefore, stop conditions limit somehow

*—derivation mode, by imposing agent the obligation of stopping whenever

current environmental state match its context stop conditions.

Summing up, a way of getting transitions with no gap and no overlap

in Conversational Grammar Systems could be by endowing agents with an

internal control that contains start/stop conditions that will allow agents

to recognize places where they can start its activity, as well as places where

they should stop their actions and give others the chance to act. This is,

start/stop conditions will help agents to recognize transition relevance

places or, what is the same, places where speaker change occurs. Start/stop

conditions could be formally defined as follows:

Definition 13.2.9 LetTi = (E,Ai, ...An) be a Conversational Grammar Sys-

tem, and let A¿ = (Vi, P¿, RÍ, <^,-, ifa), 1 < i < n be an agent in S as in Defini-

tion 13.1.2. To AÍ, 1 < i < n, we add the following context conditions9 :

• start condition TT¿

• stop condition /?;

Both, 7T, and p¡ are predicates on V|. We can define the following special

types of predicates. We say that predicate a onV^ is of

• type (a) iff a(w] = true for all w € V|,

• type (re) iff there are two subsets R and Q of VE and a(w) — true iff

w contains all letters of R and w contains no letter o f Q ,

9Notice that start/stop conditions we define here are the same that have been already

defined for CDGS with Internal Control (cfr. Definition 2.2.5).
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• type (K) iff there are two words x and x' over VE and cr(w) — true iff

x is a subword of w and x' is not a subword o f w ,

• type (K'] iff there are two finite subsets R and Q ofV* and cr(w] = true

iff x all words of R are subwords of w and no word of Q is a subword

ofw,

• type (C*) iff there is a regular set R over VE and o~(w) = true i f f w & R .

In words, (a) states that an agent can start/stop at any moment, (re)

means that it can start/stop only if some letters are present/absent in current

environmental string. And (/Í), (K1) and ((7) denote such cases where global

context conditions have to be satisfied by current environmental string.

Now, taking into account internal control we have added to agents in

our Conversational Grammar Systems, we should define how looks like a

derivation of the environmental string due to agents actions and taking into

account the start/stop conditions.

Definition 13.2.10 Let S = (E, AI, ..., An) be a Conversational Grammar

System as defined in Definition 13.1.3. Consider the, stop /start conditions

added in Definition 13.2.9. Let WE and w'E be two environmental states in

E. We will say that w'E arises from WE due to agent actions iff there is a

derivation

WE = WQ

such that, for 1 < j < r

UE

ir i j (w j-i) = true and P^(WJ) = true,

and for f G {t, < fe, > k}, the derivation is
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WE = w

such that, for 1 < j < r

>fAír = WE

7T ' I 'tu ' i ) '— isTUG

In this latter case the stop condition pi(w¡) = true is replaced by the stop

condition given the f-mode,

As can be seen in the above definition, transitions from current active

agent to next agent take place if stop conditions of the former and start

conditions of the latter hold. This is, we perform the transition in such

specific point when one agent has to stop and another must start, preventing

in this way gap and overlap. ;•

We have introduced in this section two new formal mechanisms in our Con-

versational Grammar Systems, namely derivation modes and stop/start
conditions. The former try to control how long an agent can act, they es-

tablish a limit in the number of successive actions that can be performed and

assure that an agent will stop giving others the possibility to participate in

the talk interchange. The latter aim to guarantee that agents will know when

they can start its activity without overlapping with current speaker, this is,

start conditions help in the task of recognizing transition relevance places.

Stop conditions, on their hand, are operative just in the case when derivation

mode is arbitrary (*). Together, derivation modes and stop/start conditions

intend to capture -even thought in a very simple way- the alternance of turns

at talk found in conversation and considered as one of its constitutive features.

Notice that turn-taking system (derivation modes and stop/start condi-

tions) we have proposed here as the one that works in Conversational Gram-

mar System could account for basic traits in conversation as for example the
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fact that speakers manage conversation turn-by-turn, adapt their actions to

exigences of each moment, use evidence from current turn to project its com-

pletion and to time their next turn to begin at that point, and wait until

current turn has ended before initiating next turn.

As we have pointed out before, in Conversational Grammar System se-

quences of actions are not prespecified in advance, but managed step by step

according to the state of the system at a given moment, this is, by adapt-

ing actions to the current environmental string as well as to the state of the

agents (?/>;)• Now, by means of the turn-taking alternance we have suggested

above -by combining derivation modes and stop/start conditions- agents use

evidence of current string in order to know when they can start/stop their

actions, so once more the sequence of agents that participate in derivation

process is not prespecified in advance but it is decided locally according to

state of the environment. Therefore, the formal language characterization

of conversation we have given, up to now, could be qualified of local and

dynamic: internal control establishes when and agent can act according to

context conditions, and function i/>¿ determines how active agent has to act

taking into account the current state of the system. So, when and how is

managed contribution by contribution and not prestablished in advance.

Notice that the kind of turn-taking system operative in conversation we

have tried to capture in our formal framework contrasts with turn-taking sys-

tems operative in other speech-exchange systems where who speaks when and

for how long is somehow prestablished. In debates and church services, for ex-

ample, turns are allocated by predetermined formulas; in formal meetings by

the chair; in court rooms by the judge; and in school classrooms by teachers.

Such pré-allô cation of turns could be accounted for in our formal framework

by postulating some type of external control similar to the one that has been

defined for CDGS (cfr. Definition 2.2.4). But since our aim here is to give

a Grammar Systems account of conversation and not of other types of talk
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exchanges, we consider it is not worth to include in Conversational Grammar

System any external control.

Summing up, a system of turn-taking must specify, first, what it is to be

a turn. In our Conversational Grammar System a turn consists of one or

more actions performed by the same active agent. Such actions can reach a

completion point -this is, they can reach stop/start conditions- where next

agent can start its activity. Due to coordination in start/stop conditions,

transitions are accomplished without gap and overlap. A system of turn-

taking must also specify allocation of turns. In our formal framework, current

agent may 'select' next agent, for example, by performing an action that

has as a result a string that fits with start conditions of an specific agent,

constraining, in this way, to such agent to start its activity. But an agent

can also self-select itself by starting its actions before any other agent in the

system, providing that the string of the environment matches more than one

agent's start-conditions.

By managing contribution by contribution who speaks and when, taking

always into account the state of the environment, and by preventing gap and

overlap postulating context conditions that help agents to know when they

can start their actions, turn-taking system we have defined for Conversational

Grammar System could be qualified as local, opportunistic, projective and

reactive, being those the same adjectives that have been conferred on the

.turn-taking system that governs conversation.

Conversation requires continuous coordination. Participants have to co-

ordinate not only on what they do, but on when they do what they do. What

agents do has been solved in our model with function í/>¿. Now by introducing

derivation modes and internal control we have tried to solve the second part

of such a coordination problem: when.
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13.2.4 Dealing with Adjacency Pairs

In the above section we have presented one of the most important mecha-

nisms in conversation, namely turn-taking system. Here we will deal with

another important notion in conversation. We will try to give a formal lan-

guage account of what has been labelled by Sacks as the 'building blocks of

conversation. '

It seems quite common in talk exchanges to find paired actions. Greeting-

greeting, question-answer, request- acceptance/refusal, complaints-excuse, offers-

acceptance/refusal, compliment-acceptance, assertion-assent, promise-acknow-

ledgement, thanks-acknowledgement, etc. are some examples of such actions

that come in pairs in conversations. Study of such structures is carried out by

Sacks who proposes the concept of adjacency pairs to account for the recur-

rent structural properties of those paired actions that have been considered

as a fundamental type of organization for conversation.

In [Schegloff & Sacks, 1973], properties of adjacency pairs were originally

described. Those authors present such structures as sequences with the fol-

lowing features:

!.. they are two utterances long;

2. they are adjacent]

3. they are produced by different speakers]

4. they are ordered. First parts precede second ones;

5. they are related. Given a first pair part, not anything that could be

a second pair part goes, but given some first, only some seconds are

admissable and are done;

6. given a first pair part, the second pair part is conditionally relevant -this

is, relevant and expectable- as the next utterance;
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7. they constrain the selectee and the selector speaker. They constrain

the action that the selected speaker should do: he is selected to do a

particular action from some class of actions. At the same time, the

selector, in order to do his selection, constrains his own actions (if you

want to get somebody to answer a question, then your utterance has

to be occupied with making a question). Therefore adjacency pairs

generate not only a sequence of actors but they generate a sequence of

actions.

From the above features follows that adjacency pairs can be viewed as a

selection technique in conversation -deeply interrelated with turn-taking sys-

tem- which offers the possibility of selecting next action without the necessity

of choosing next actor10.

The wide presence of such paired structures in conversation, independently

on which the specific circumstances of the talk exchange (topic, number of

parties...) are, has led several researchers to study those sequences of utter-

ances and to suggest similar notions to the one proposed by Schegloff and

Sacks. Let review some of them.

In [Clark, 1996], for example, adjacency pairs are viewed as an special type

of action-response pair: A's action toward B is followed by B's reaction

toward A. The author qualifies such paired actions as emergent structures

giving the following explanation:

'Two people, A and B, face the problem of how to complete

what they are doing. They must both establish a joint construal
10Think, for example, in conversations of more that two persons where a first pair member-

is used without selecting an specific speaker. Usually we get an appropriate second pair

part, whoever it is that self-selects^himself as next speaker.

That first pair parts can select next action without selecting next actor is obvious, as

well,'if we consider the fact that all those classes of first pair members occur in two-party

conversations where selection of the next is not necessary -the other party is the next.
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and effect the uptake. The most efficient solution is to do loth at

once, and that results in adjacency pairs.' [Clark, 1996, p. 200],

Levinson is another author that faces the issue of paired sequences. This

author, after pointing out some problems in features given for adjacency pairs

-mainly, the strict adjacency and the potentially adequate second pair parts-,

suggests the notion of 'preference organization.' The basic idea is that not

all the potentially second parts of a first pair part have the same category. He

suggests that there exists an order by categories that acts on the alternatives,

so that there exist at least a preferred response and.a dispreferred one (cfr.

[Levinson, 1983, pp. 332- 345]).

Very interesting is Bunt proposal. In [Bunt, 1995, Bunt, 1994] it is sug-

gested that 'reactive pressures' could be a more adequate notion than

adjacency pairs. According to this author, resolving reactive pressures is one

of the basic mechanisms in dialogue. For example, when the speaker greets

the hearer, he puts a certain pressure on the hearer to respond with a return

greeting. So, a communicative act may create obligations for the hearer. But

also taking turns in conversation is a way of creating and resolving reactive

pressures: when a speaker indicates that he considers his turn to be finished,

he puts pressure on his partner to take over. Summing up, a reactive pressure

could be viewed as a pressure on an agent to perform a certain communica-

tive action. Next to reactive pressures, in [Bunt, to appear], it is introduced

the notion of 'interactive pressure.' Roughly speaking, the fundamental

difference between reactive and interactive pressures is that in the latter the

pressure is not created by a particular utterance, but by properties of the

context.

'Discourse expectations' is the notion proposed by [Reichman, 1985]

as alternative to adjacency pairs. Starting from the idea that taking a con-

versational move often sets predictions on the type of moves to follow, the
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author suggests that discourse expectations allow conversants to predict ex-

pected kinds of utterances on the basis of utterances that have been already

generated. However, Reichman points out that though a preceding conversa-

tional move often predicts a subsequent move, the prediction is not necessarily

limited to one move, nor will the predicted move necessarily take place im-

mediately or even at all. Discourse expectations, therefore, derive from the

fact that the presence of one kind of discourse constituent is often predictive

of constituent to follow. Reichman explains it in the following terms:

'If a conversant's claim is challenged, we expect the following

utterances to reflect either an abandonment of the claim in favor

of a new one, a counterexchallenge, or an offering of additional

support. If discussion of a particular subject is interrrupted by a

digression we expect the initial subject to be subsequently resumed

and completed. Thus, [...] it is the case that at particular stages of

discourse, some conversational moves are 'expected' and 'most ap-

propriate. ' [,..] As a conversation progresses, each discourse move

thus constrains continuing options of conversational development

and sets up expectations of the context relevant for interpretation

of succeeding utterances.' [Reichman, 1985, pp. 29-30].

More radical is [Allwood, 1994] who uses the term obligations -by intro-

ducing the notion of 'dialogue obligations'- to make reference of relations

that can hold between utterances in discourse. The methodological reason

Allwood gives to choose the concept obligation rather than preferences, as-

sumptions, expectations or requirements is that the use of this concept makes

a strong claim about the contractual glue-like character of relations between

contributions. He makes a functional structure of a contribution, distinguish-

ing among:

• Obligated functions, those obligated by the immediately preceding dis-

course,
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9 Optional functions, those not obligated by preceding discourse and not

obligating for the following contribution,

• Obligating functions, those obligating for the immediately succeding

discourse.

After having made such functional structure, he distinguishes among three

main sources of obligating and obligated functions: obligations deriving from

general rational and ethical requirements on human communication; obliga-

tions arising from requirements of interactive communication management;

and obligations arising from requirements generated primarily by the inter-

action of the evocative dimension of communicative acts with the embedding

context.

Adjacency pairs, preference organization, action-response pairs, reactive

pressures, discourse expectations and dialogue obligations are all of them no-

tions that try to capture the same fact: how the production of an utterance

determines and constrains utterances that can be produced next. Let see how

we could control such fact using Conversational Grammar Systems.

Adjacency Pairs in our Formal Framework

If we recall Definitions 13.1.3, 13.2.1, 13.2.3, we will realize that in all of them

there is an element that appears recurrently and that could be considered

our tool to control that actions produced by an agent respond to constraints,

pressures, expectations or obligations imposed by preceding actions. This

formal device we are referring to is function i/>¿.

All the notions we have reviewed above intend to account for the fact

that utterances produced in conversation are somehow determined and con-

strained by preceding utterances in the talk exchange. This is, given an

specific utterance the set of possibilities from which we can choose next one
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is limited by the type of utterance that has been produced first. This is

clear if we take, for example, adjacency pairs where the production of a given

first pair part determines the production of a second pair part of the same

adjacency pair. The same can be said if we take any of the other notions

that have been proposed: reactive pressures put a pressure on an agent to

perform an specific communicative action; discourse expectations predict ex-

pected kinds of utterances on the basis of utterances that have been already

generated; and dialogue obligations establish which utterances are obligated

by the immediately preceding discourse.

Keeping in mind the idea of limiting the set of possible next utterances

depending on the kind of utterances that have been already produced, we

could say that mapping ^(WE, w¡) fulfills in our formal framework a function

analogous to the one carried out by adjacency pairs, preference organization,

reactive pressures, dialogue obligations or discourse expectations in their re-

spective conversational models. In other words, we could say that fy could be

the element that accounts for action constraints in Conversational Grammar

Systems.

According to Definitions 13.2.1 and 13.2.3, agents' actions during deriva-

tion process are determined by mapping ?/>¿. This mapping establishes which

actions are allowed for agent AÍ at any given moment. How does ^>,- select

which actions can be performed? It does so by checking both environmental

and agent states. Since within the environmental string every agent action

is contained, we could say that what mapping ?/>.,• actually does by checking

context state is to establish which actions are allowed according to previous

actions. In other words, i/>(- provides that given a context state only some

specific actions are permitted or, what is the same, that given an action

(utterance), the set of potential next actions (utterances) is limited and con-

strained by the type of actions the former belongs to. Therefore, as derivation

process progresses, each action constrains successive actions in the derivation.
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